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Abstract
The purpose of the study to examine the relationship between gratitude diaries, depression, anxiety and psychological well-being. It is designed as two groups as experimental study, control and experimental group. There are total of 36 participants that kept the gratitude diary and 25 participants in the normal diary group. The data of the study were collected using the sociodemographic form, Beck depression and anxiety scale, psychological well-being scale, appreciation-gratitude scales. These scales were applied to the participants twice, before the 4-week study and then after. As a result, the rates depression and anxiety of individuals keeping a gratitude diary are lower compared to the individuals who do not keep a gratitude diary. In addition, the fact that keeping a gratitude diary increases the psychological well-being and individuals with high gratitude rates have a positive relationship with psychological well-being.
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Öz
Bu araştırmaın amacı pozitif psikoterapi uygulamalarından şükran günlüklərinin depresyon, anksiyete ve psikolojik iyı olus arasındaki ilişkisini inceləməktədir. Bu bağlamda deneyənlər bir çalışma yapılmış olup on test-son test deneyənlər desenini kullanmışdır. Deneyənən çalışma, kontrol və deney grunicode olmaq üzrə iki grup olaraq təşəllənməyən. Deney grunicode şükran günlüklər tutan grunicode toplamda 36 katilim; kontrol grunicode olan normal günlüklər tutan grunicode, 25 katilim olunmuşdur. Çalışmaya toplamda 61 kişi katılmış olup; katilimlərin yaş ortalaması 31.69'dur. Araştırmaın verilənləri Sosyodemografik Bilgi Formu, Beck Depresyon Ölçəği, Beck Anksiyete Ölçəği, Psikolojik Iyi Olus Ölçəği, Taktırdır-Şükur Ölçəklerini ilə toplanmışdır. Bu ölçəклər 4 haftalık çalışma öncesi və çalışma sonrası olmaq üzrə iki çeşidi təşəllənməyən. Buna ek olarak çalışmaya vəndilərdən dənəy grunicode tutmuş olduğu şükran günlüklərini qələm səhərgi analizində kullanılmışdır. Görünləşənlərlə analizə təsəllənən sonucunda şükran günlüklər tutan bireylerin depresyon və anksiyetə oranalının, şükran günlüklər tutmamış bireylerin depresyon və anksiyete oranalının daha dəşək səhərgi ilə bağlıdır. (Kontrol grunicode depresyon ölçümü: z=-2,546; p=0,011; cənəd-d=0,140 iken dənəy grunicode depresyon ölçümü: z=-5,023; p=0,001; cənəd-d=0,715). Şükran günlüklər tutmanın depresyon və anksiyete behtirlərini azaltığı və şükran duyma oranalının yüksək behtirlərinin depresyon və anksiyete ile netəfiyyətxən çox kuvvetli istatistiksel ilişkiləri olduğunu sonucuna ulaşmışdır (Kontrol grunicode anksiyete ölçümü: z=-3,704; p=0,001; cənəd-d=0,2677 iken dənəy grunicode anksiyete ölçümü: z=-5,103; p=0,001; cənəd-d=0,510). Buna ek olarak şükran günlüklər tutmanın psikolojik iyı olus artırığı və şükran duyma oranalının yüksək behtirlərinin psikolojik iyı olus ölçümü: z=-2,728; p=0,006; cənəd-d=0,584 iken kontrol grunicode psikolojik iyı olus ölçümü: z=-5,029; p=0,001; cənəd-d=0,714). Araştırmaınə elde edilən bulğular doğrultında şükran günlüklə tutmanın normal günlük tutmaya göre 0.56/0.18= 3.11 kat daha fazla psikometrik ölçümələrdə iyənləşmədə olumlu yənə etkisi etməktdir.
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INTRODUCTION

A considerable

In the Western world, we have a much higher standard of living than humankind has ever experienced. We have better health care, better food, better housing, better sanitation, more money, more social services, and greater access to education, justice, travel, entertainment and career opportunities. In fact, today’s middle class lives better than many historical royal families. But still, people don’t seem very happy. In any given year, approximately thirty percent of the adult population suffers from a known psychiatric illness. The World Health Organization (2020) states that depression is now the fourth most costly and devastating disease in the world.

Over the past two centuries, the average human life span has doubled. Despite this increase, have we been able to double the riches, pleasure, satisfaction and life satisfaction in our inner world? Over the last century, we have reduced infant mortality, eradicated many deadly infectious diseases, overcome food shortages, and developed energy, housing, and transportation systems that greatly reduce the devastating impact of extreme weather. We have developed ways to protect ourselves from many predators and have created machines to perform many unskilled tasks. We designed a lifestyle that includes education, sports, arts and entertainment activities and extended the life expectancy of the average person. Yet we are not happy, and many people are not happy most of the time (Diener, 1984; 2000).

Even looking at only two sources written at different times, the fact that they are universally gathered around a certain problem emerges: “The mental health of the person who cannot develop and transform despite all the things that develop and change.” Traditionally, clinical psychology focused on psychological disorders and disabilities; Every day, people try to save individuals from their illnesses with new and effective methods and techniques in the treatment of psychological disorders (Diener, 2000). Although there are many methods with proven benefits and effectiveness, it has been shown that most people, whether they have a psychological diagnosis or not, are not satisfied with their lives, and their happiness rates and life satisfaction are quite low (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). When we look at the “years of life adapted to dysfunction” and “years of life lost due to disability” used in calculating the burden of disease, it is seen that psychiatric diseases take the first place among the main disease groups that cause them. Among the 20 reasons that cause “years of life lost due to disability” by gender, five psychiatric diseases in men; It is observed that there are four psychiatric diseases in women (with unipolar depression being the first one).

Accessibility to mental health services is low and insufficient. First of all, the first step in the field of mental health is to take protective measures and develop practices for this purpose. Secondly, rather than focusing only on treating the disease, existing treatment and therapy methods need to be identified that will ensure the continuity of patients’ well-being, are easy to apply and have high effectiveness. Depression is known as the top health problem in the world. Studies show that the suicide rate has increased even in adolescents and children in recent years. This increase occurred despite the use of many antidepressants and sedatives that have become widespread in recent years (Diener and Diener, 1996).

In addition, there are many difficulties that psychiatric diseases bring to individuals’ lives.
Among these are high treatment costs, economic deprivation and loss of workforce. In diseases such as depression and anxiety, treatment often includes both psychiatric medication and psychotherapy. Sometimes treatments even need to be continued with hospitalization. In this case, if the expenses required for treatment are taken into consideration, treatment costs, which can shake the patient and his family when evaluated from an individual perspective, bring an economic burden. Small changes in an individual’s life can have major positive effects on the prevention and treatment of diseases such as depression and anxiety. It is a fact that as mental illnesses increase day by day and, accordingly, life satisfaction and life satisfaction decrease, additional methods are required to the existing preventive and therapeutic methods.

Positive psychology, which is a complement to clinical psychology that offers schools and methods to overcome the problem, focuses on well-being and ideal human functioning, enabling psychology to take an active role in structuring positive qualities rather than merely correcting disorders, trying to reveal people’s strengths and understanding how these aspects can be improved (Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Positive psychology, which set out for this purpose, has undertaken an important mission such as contributing to the health of the individual by focusing on the strengths or skills that can serve as a buffer against psychological disorders, making normal people neglected by psychology stronger and more productive, and revealing high human potential (Göcen, 2012).

Considering the fact that methods and methods aimed at increasing the psychological well-being of individuals can prevent the occurrence of psychiatric diseases such as depression and anxiety, which are likely to be experienced in the coming years, applications and methods that can be easily adapted to daily life, such as the gratitude diary application, are very low-cost and do not have side effects, can be used by individuals. It is of great importance in increasing their psychological health and resilience. In this context, the aim of our research is to provide individuals with practices that will increase their psychological well-being levels in their daily lives and to determine with scientific reality whether the gratitude diary practice is related to depression, anxiety and psychological well-being, on the way to removing them from the scope of psychiatric diagnosis. Thus, a scientific source and basis will be provided for therapy studies carried out with individuals with psychological disorders, especially depression and anxiety.

When all these are examined, it will primarily be protective and preventive by reducing individuals’ susceptibility to depression and anxiety, and will contribute to their psychological well-being; In addition, developing a method that will accelerate recovery during the disease period emerges as a research problem. The problem of this research consists of the question “What is the relationship of gratitude diaries, one of the positive psychology applications, with depression, anxiety and psychological well-being?”

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

The population of the research consists of two groups of adults of different ages, genders and professions between the ages of 18-65, living in Istanbul, Turkey. 36 people who could keep a gratitude diary for the experimental group and 25 people who could keep a normal diary for the control group were included in the voluntary study. The gratitude journal group consisted of 13 men and 23 women, and the control group that would keep a
normal diary consisted of 9 men and 16 women. A 4-week pretest-posttest experimental design study was conducted with participants who approved participation in accordance with informed consent. In the 4-week study, measurements were made by applying the Beck Depression Scale, Beck Anxiety Scale, Psychological Well-Being Scale and Gratitude/Appreciation Scale to both groups before and after the study.

**DATA COLLECTION TOOLS**

In the research, “Sociodemographic Information Form”, “Beck Depression Scale”, “Beck Anxiety Scale”, “Psychological Well-Being Scale” and “Gratitude/Appreciation Scale” were applied to the experimental study participants. A form containing information such as age, gender, educational status, and socioeconomic levels of the people who will participate in the study was prepared by the researcher for the participants.

**Beck Depression Scale:** Beck depression scale (BDI) was developed by Beck (1961) to measures the emotional, cognitive, somatic and motivational states of the individual. Although it was developed to evaluate depression symptoms in detail, it also enables the evaluation of cognitive status. BDI consists of 21 items. 2 items examine emotions, 11 items examine cognitions, 2 items examine behaviors, 5 items examine physical symptoms, and 1 item examines interpersonal symptoms. Each question was given one of the scores of 0, 1, 2, 3, and results ranging from 0 to 63 were obtained. The scores obtained were evaluated as 0-9 as no/minimal depression, 10-18 as mild depression, 19-29 as moderate depression, and 30-63 as severe depression. Its validity and reliability in our country were determined by Tegin (1987) and Hisli (1988). The cut-off point for BDI was determined as 17 points, and the Cronbach Alpha internal consistency coefficient was reported as 0.80. In this study, the Cronbach Alpha value was found to be 0.79.

**Beck Anxiety Scale:** (BAI) was developed by Beck (1961) to measure the severity of depression in individuals. The scale is a 21-item, four-point Likert type, self-report type. The Turkish adaptation of the scale was made by Ulusoy et al. (1998). It is used to determine the frequency of anxiety symptoms experienced by individuals. Provides Likert (sum of degrees) type measurement. There are 4 options in each of the twenty-one symptom categories. Each item receives points between 0 and 3. The higher score obtained from the scale indicates the severity of anxiety experienced by the individual. It was adapted into Turkish by Hisli (1988). Scores can be obtained from the scale between 0 and 63. A high total score indicates the severity of depression. A score of 0-9 from the scale is at a minimum level; 10-16 points are mild; 17-29 points can be interpreted as moderate depressive symptoms and 30-63 points as severe depressive symptoms. The Cronbach Alpha internal consistency coefficient of the Beck Anxiety Scale was determined as 0.92. In this study, the Cronbach Alpha value was found to be 0.90.

**The Psychological Well-Being Scale** was developed by Diener et al. (2010) to measure socio-psychological well-being as a complement to existing well-being measures. The Psychological Well-Being Scale includes some items based on social relationships, such as having supportive and rewarding relationships, contributing to the happiness of others, and being respected by others. The scale also includes 8 items based on having a purposeful and meaningful life, being interested in daily activities and being busy with a job. It was adapted into Turkish by Telef (2013). The Cronbach Alpha internal consistency coefficient of the
psychological well-being scale was found to be 0.87. In our study, the Cronbach Alpha value was found to be 0.85.

**Gratitude/Appreciation Scale**

**Gratitude Scale:** (The Gratitude Questionare, GQ-6) is a 6-item scale created by McCullough, Emmons and Tsang in 2002 to operationalize and measure the concept of gratitude. The items of the scale were designed as a one-dimensional 7-point Likert to measure the emotional intensity, frequency and severity of gratitude. The Turkish adaptation study was done by Göcen (2012). The Cronbach Alpha coefficient of the gratitude scale varies between (.76) and (.80). In this study, the Cronbach alfa value was found to be 0.78.

**Appreciation Scale:** (Appreciation Scale) is a gratitude scale created by Adler and Fagley in 2005 as a 7-point Likert scale. The original consists of 57 items and 8 subscales. Adaptation to Turkish was done by Göcen (2012). Appreciation Scale Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (.94); It was determined that the sub-dimensions had coefficients varying between (.84) and (.62). In this study, the Cronbach alfa value was found to be 0.91.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

After obtaining ethics committee permission (Üsküdar University, 61351342/2019-199), volunteer participants from different age and professional groups were recruited for the control group to keep a gratitude diary and the experimental group to keep a normal diary. Participants in both groups were given forms and asked to fill them out before starting the study. Then, the experimental group was asked to write a gratitude diary for 4 weeks, and the control group was asked to keep a normal diary for the same period. Feedback was received from the participants that the diaries were written every day during this period. At the end of 4 weeks, the scales initially applied to the experimental and control groups were re-applied. Then, pre-test and post-test analyzes were conducted between and within these two groups. Wilcoxon signed-rank test and chi-square test analyzes were performed for differences between groups. In addition, the results of the gratitude scale subtests, gratitude for worship, comparative gratitude, gratitude for satisfaction, verbal gratitude, gratitude for close relationships, gratitude for the family, gratitude for possession-oriented gratitude and gratitude for awe-moment awareness, and comparisons between the groups were made.

While statistical significance, that is, p-value, tells us that the difference is not due to chance, effect size tells us how large the effect is. Although the differences are statistically significant, they may not actually be practically effective. For this reason, we also looked at the results of the data in terms of effect size. Although the calculation (d) developed by Cohen is the most widely used in calculating the effect size, calculations such as Hedge’s d and Glass’s delta-Δ can also be found in the literature. A general interpretation of Cohen’s d can be interpreted as weak if the d value is less than 0.2, medium if it is 0.5, and strong if it is greater than 0.8. It is recommended that the effect size value be ≥0.5 in clinical studies. For this purpose, Cohen-d value, z-value and p-value mean values, psychometric measurements were taken together and compared between the groups keeping a normal diary and those keeping a gratitude diary. Comparisons were made with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test since there were 12 separate psychometric (sub)measurements and did not show a normal distribution.
Results

No significant difference was detected between the groups in terms of gender (df=1, p=.605). It was determined that there were 9 male (36.0%) and 16 female (64.0%) participants in the normal diary keeping group, while there were 13 male (36.1%) and 23 female (63.9%) participants in the gratitude diary group. It was determined that there was no statistically significant difference between the groups in terms of marital status (Chi-square = 2.13, df = 3 and p=.0529). In the regular diary group, 11 were married (44.0%), 11 were single (44.0%), and 3 were divorced (12.0%). In the group keeping a gratitude diary, 22 were married (61.1%), 11 were single (30.6%) and 3 were divorced (8.3%). The average age of the participants in the normal diary group was 30.84 ± 6.61 years, and the average age of the participants in the gratitude diary group was 32.55 ± 7.68 years.

In the group keeping a normal diary, Beck Depression Scores (BDS) were determined to be 11.5 on average before the diary, but decreased to 11.0 points after four weeks. While 11 cases had lower scores (negative rank) compared to the first test, it was determined that there were score increases in 2 cases (positive rank). When the first and second tests were compared, a statistically significant difference was detected (z=-2.546 and p=0.011). In the group keeping a gratitude diary, Beck Depression scores were determined to be 14.55 points before the diary, but decreased to 10.0 points after the diary. While lower scores (negative rank) were observed in 33 cases compared to the first test, it was determined that there was no increase in scores in any case (positive rank). When the first test and the second test after the gratitude diary were compared, a statistically significant decrease in depression score was detected (z=-5.023 and p=0.001).

In the group keeping a normal diary, the initial anxiety score average before the diary was determined to be 14.40, while it was determined that the average score after the diary decreased to 13.60 points. While 16 cases had lower scores (negative rank) compared to the first test, it was determined that there was no increase in scores in any case (positive rank). First and second post-daily test scores When compared, a statistically significant decrease in anxiety was detected (z=-3.704 and p=0.001). In the gratitude diary group, it was determined that the average anxiety scores of the participants before the diary decreased to 15.50 and to 11.47 points after the diary. While 34 cases had lower scores (negative rank) compared to the first test, it was determined that there was no increase in scores in any case (positive rank). When the first test and second post-diary anxiety scale were compared, a statistically significant decrease was detected (z =-5.103 and p=0.001).

The participants’ “psychological well-being” scores were compared to the normal diary group. In terms of psychological well-being scores, it was determined that in the normal diary group, the score before the diary was 40.32, while it increased to 41.84 points after the diary. In terms of increase, 5 cases had lower scores (negative rank) compared to the first test, while 16 cases had increased scores (positive rank). When the first and the second test after the normal diary were compared, a statistically significant difference was detected (z=-2.728 and p=0.006). It was determined that the psychological well-being scores in the gratitude diary group increased from 39.00 points before the diary to 44.00 points after the diary. In terms of increase, lower scores (negative rank) compared to the first test were not detected in any case. Score increases were detected in 33 cases. When the first and second
psychological well-being scores after the gratitude diary were compared, a statistically significant difference was detected ($z = -5.029$ and $p=0.001$).

Finally, it was determined that the gratitude scores increased from 21.24 points before the day to 21.52 points after the day in the group that kept a normal day. While 5 cases had lower scores (negative rank) compared to the first test, it was determined that there were score increases in 8 cases (positive rank). When the first and second gratitude scores after the diary were compared, no statistically significant difference was detected ($z = -0.980$ and $p=0.327$). On the other hand, it was determined that the gratitude scores in the gratitude journal group increased from 23.33 at the beginning to 30.27 points after the journal. While 5 cases had lower scores (negative rank) compared to the first test, it was determined that there were score increases in 24 cases (positive rank). When the first and the second post-diary test were compared, a statistically significant difference was detected in terms of gratitude scores ($z = -3.685$ and $p = 0.001$).

**Table 1.**

*Analysis results based on z, p and Cohen-d value to understand the effect of gratitude diary by bringing all psychometric tests together. Cohen-d effect sizes are higher in all psychometric measurements except verbal gratitude (0.491 vs. 0.191). Z-values were seen to decrease more significantly in all psychometric measurements. The p-value significances also reached a much more significant level of statistical significance in relation to these results.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In Normal Diary Group</th>
<th>In the Gratitude Diary Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z-score</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression 1-2</td>
<td>-2.546</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety 1-2</td>
<td>-3.704</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological well-being 1-2</td>
<td>-2.728</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank God 1-2</td>
<td>-0.980</td>
<td>0.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worship gratitude 1-2</td>
<td>-1.895</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative gratitude 1-2</td>
<td>-1.089</td>
<td>0.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction gratitude 1-2</td>
<td>-0.631</td>
<td>0.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal gratitude 1-2</td>
<td>-0.689</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude for close relationships 1-2</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude for the family 1-2</td>
<td>-1.342</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude for possession 1-2</td>
<td>-0.632</td>
<td>0.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment awareness gratitude 1-2</td>
<td>-1.732</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GRATITUDE DIARIES WORDS**

All gratitude diaries were computerized and a single text was created. In this way, the frequency analysis of the words used in the gratitude diaries was made possible. The website https://voyant-tools.org/ was used (Sinclair & Rockwell, 2024) for this and it provides very reliable text analysis in this regard. The collective text of the gratitude journals contained 55,291 total words and was found to contain 3,303 unique words. The average number of words per sentence was determined to be 12.3. The most used word in the collective text
was “thank you” with 1828, followed by “God” with 1563 and “today” with 446 (Figure 1). Other word frequencies were as follows: thankful (425); grateful (347); able (325); day (248); healthy (230); lord (223); alhamdulillah (222); good (206); wife (193); children (168); i’m (165); time (164); went (160); home (153); giving (146); daughter (144); mother (129); family (122); morning (117); house (114); happy (111); people (107); love (106); came (101); beautiful (100); nice (98); health (97); things (88); work (87); gratitude (86); like (84); blessings (83); times (79); goodness (78); life (74); blessing (73); friends (72); having (71); evening (71); days (71); woke (70); friend (67); making (66); feel (66); make (64); loved (61); night (57); little (57); eyes (57); it’s (56); gave (56); heart (55); great (55); given (55); new (54). More detailed analysis on this subject can be found in the Supplemental files.

Figure 1. Cloud representation (left) and connected network representation (right) of words that appear most frequently in gratitude diaries.

DISCUSSION

As a result of the analyses, it was determined that the depression and anxiety scores of individuals who kept a gratitude diary were lower than the depression and anxiety rates of individuals who did not keep a gratitude diary. It was concluded that keeping a gratitude diary reduces depression and anxiety symptoms and that individuals with high gratitude rates have a very strong negative statistical relationship with depression and anxiety (Table 1). In addition, it is among the results that keeping a gratitude diary increases psychological well-being and that individuals with high gratitude rates have a positive relationship with psychological well-being.

These results are compatible with the results of research conducted in this field so far. One of the similar studies is a study conducted by Froh and colleagues (2008; 2009) and his colleagues on children and adolescents. In this research, those in the experimental group were asked to spend 10-15 minutes a day for two weeks to write a letter to a person they were grateful for and give it to him, while the control group was asked to write only what
they did and how they felt while doing it. As a result of the research, a significant increase in the positive affect levels of the group keeping a gratitude diary was reported in the post-test. In another study, Kerr et al. (2015) examined the effects of gratitude and kindness on the pre-treatment well-being of a clinical group. In this context, clients were instructed to write five specific or more general things that made them feel grateful during the day for 14 days. According to the results of the research, it was determined that the feeling of gratitude is an experience that can be developed, and that the intervention increased the participants’ sense of commitment, satisfaction with daily life, optimism and reduced the level of anxiety. When we look at this study, the results of our study are parallel to the literature.

Similar findings were found in the study conducted by Emmons and McCullough (2003). In this study, participating students were divided into three groups. The first group was asked to write down five things they were grateful for every day for 10 weeks, the second group was asked to write down things that bothered them, and the third group was asked to write down neutral things. In this process, all participants were asked to write and rate how they felt about life on a weekly basis, their expectations for the next week, and the extent to which they felt related to other people. As a result of the research, it was determined that the experimental group was more optimistic about the next week, felt better about their lives in general, and felt more connected with other people compared to the control group. In the same study, the experimental group’s happiness levels were reported to be higher, their depression levels were lower, and their sleep quality and sleep duration were reported to be higher than the other groups.

Depressed individuals and people living with depressive symptoms have self-blame, anger towards life and themselves, feeling inadequate by thinking about what they do not have, negative and hopeless perspectives on the future, and pessimism-oriented thought styles. They generally revolve around certain negative thoughts and feelings. In depression, cognitive attention and the focus of the individual are on past regrets, things we do not have, inadequacies and deficiencies felt as a result of comparisons. By keeping a gratitude diary and recording the things for which he is grateful and grateful for each day, the individual directs all his attention to the people who helped him, the people, events or situations in his life for which he is grateful. In this way, he stays away from the sources that feed his thoughts full of negativity and pessimism. It can be said that the gratitude journal acts as a focus changer at this point. It takes the individual’s attention away from negativities, shortcomings and inadequacies and turns it to the possessions and satisfactions that are forgotten or often ignored. The individual begins to see the strong personality traits he has, which causes him to use his potential over time. In this way, the person begins to repair his relationship with himself and begins to strengthen his interpersonal relationships. Because feeling grateful is directed towards both internal and external resources (Emmons, 2000; 2003; 2004; 2005). This becomes a resource that develops the person both emotionally and socially.

As the person who made negative social comparisons before expressing gratitude begins to become aware of what he has, he begins to think that he is rich and abundant and can use his resources more effectively and beneficially. Studies show that people who develop gratitude intervention experience more positive emotions such as joy, love, happiness and optimism; It is seen that gratitude protects people from harmful impulses such as jealousy,
anger, ambition and pain (Emmons, 2000). In our study, this is thought to be one of the main reasons why gratitude diaries reduce depression and anxiety scores.

In anxiety, the individual’s mind is constantly preoccupied with dangers that may arise from uncontrollable events (accidents, diseases, disasters, etc.). Anxious individuals constantly monitor potentially dangerous stimuli and ignore non-dangerous, pleasant stimuli. This is a mechanism that works automatically and unconsciously in anxious individuals. In anxiety, selective perception is at the forefront. With the practice of gratitude diary, this selective perception ceases to be a collection of anxiety-increasing elements and completely changes its direction. It may be appropriate to use the definition of “focus changer” for the concept of gratitude, which is included in the individual’s life with the gratitude diary.

As depression and anxiety symptoms begin to decrease and with the new perspective the individual brings to his life, psychological well-being and life satisfaction begin to increase. Some other research results show that gratitude increases positive emotions (Emmons and McCullough, 2003; Fredrickson, 2001; Lyubomirsky et al., 2005; 2013), increases optimism (Emmons and McCullough, 2003; Froh et al., 2009), and is protective against stress and depression (Wood et al., 2007; 2008; 2010), helps individuals reinterpret negative life events (Fredrickson, 2001), and increases prosocial behaviors (Froh et al. 2008; Grant and Gino 2010; McCullough et al., 2001; McCullough and Tsang 2002), contributes to relationship satisfaction (Lambert et al., 2009; Algoe, 2012), reduces the level of materialism (Lambert et al., 2009), and has a negative relationship with substance use, self-blame, denial and ignoring problems (Wood et al., 2010) and that it increases happiness and reduces depression (Seligman, 2008).

In recent research, the elevated level of gratitude observed in individuals with psychiatric conditions, along with its substantial negative correlation with depressive symptoms, underscores the significance of incorporating gratitude as a therapeutic resource in the clinical management of depression (Silas et al., 2024).

In addition to this, in investigations examining the influence of patient gratitude on healthcare staff, a scoping review conducted by Aparicio et al. (2019) revealed that gratitude might yield significant personal and professional implications for healthcare professionals. A self-reported study involving oncology and emergency nurses from two Italian hospitals, as conducted by Converso et al. (2015), suggested that the perception of patient gratitude could serve as a protective factor against burnout. Additionally, Starkey et al. (2019) discovered that receiving expressions of gratitude predicted improvements in physical health among 146 nurses surveyed in Oregon, USA, as indicated by their satisfaction levels with patient care.

CONCLUSION

This research results also show that keeping a gratitude diary provides moment awareness and staying in the moment, draws the individual’s attention from negative social comparisons to positive social comparisons, adds a new framework to the individual’s life, reduces depression and anxiety, increases psychological well-being, and increases the daily positive words used. Additionally, from an evolutionary perspective, our minds appear to have evolved to help us survive in a world full of dangers. A primitive hunter-gatherer’s
basic needs for survival and reproduction are food, water, shelter and sexuality. However, for these to have any meaning, it is necessary to survive. Therefore, the first feature of the primitive human mind is to pay attention to things that could harm it and to avoid them. The human mind has become more adept at foreseeing danger and avoiding it. And today, after hundreds of thousands of years of evolution, the modern mind is constantly on guard. However, nowadays, when we are far away from external dangers and there is no need to make an effort to survive, the danger-oriented mind is quite challenging for people.

Today, the reason for the increase in anxiety about things that will never happen is that the mental processes that used to be functional have lost their functionality today. This is where gratitude journals come into play, as a conscious and aware activity that helps to adapt the working mechanism of the brain, which bears the traces of the evolutionary process, to modern life.

Numerous studies, developed theoretical explanations, and models of the mechanism explaining the well-being of gratitude demonstrate that it can be used as a preventive, therapeutic, and developmental force in both clinical and non-clinical groups within the field of mental health. In this context, there is a need for research to elucidate the commonalities and differences of gratitude with other positive emotions, to determine whether there is a long-term benefit, and to identify any negative effects or costs, as well as to uncover the mechanisms explaining well-being. Furthermore, it is considered beneficial to introduce new methods and techniques for cultivating gratitude and to present research findings on its effectiveness and development across different age groups.
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